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Unlike forced-air systems, radiant heat stays near the floor,
not the ceiling, creating an even, consistent heat.

HEAT DISTRIBUTION COMPARISON

Forced Air Radiant Floor

THE ULTIMATE IN RADIANT HEAT.
The concept of radiant heat is simple. Embassy’s flexible,

cross-linked polyethylene (PEX)tubing is installed in

the floor, wall or ceiling. Heated water is then circulated

throughout this tubing network, transforming the 

surface area into a warm radiator.The result is truly

remarkable. Radiant heat warms people and objects,

not air, so you experience a warmth similar to that of

the sun’s rays.You are surrounded with even, consistent

heat from floor to ceiling. Radiant heat offers you 

several distinct advantages over forced-air systems:

• Radiant heat stays near the floor, providing barefoot 

comfort on even the coldest of winter days.

• Radiant heat is consistent and even.

• Radiant heat is ideal for interior decorating because 

there are no forced-air vents to consider when 

designing rooms.

• Radiant heat offers customized comfort levels and 

settings.

• Radiant heat is quiet, clean and dust-free.

With its superior technological design and high quality

components, your Embassy radiant heating system 

is sure to provide you with efficient, reliable and 

comfortable heating for years to come.

FLEXIBILITY IS THE KEY.
Embassy’s PEX tubing is designed to fit anywhere

you need heating, regardless of the configuration of

your room or area. Our unique support plates and

support channels simplify installation while saving

you time and money.

IN THE FLOOR...
In basement or slab floors, the tubing is encased in

cement.In suspended floors, the tubing is secured by our

unique tube support channels and encased in a light-

weight cement pour. The tubing can also be installed

either above the subfloor, using metal snap plates, or

under the floor, using our specially designed support plates.

UNDER THE FLOOR...
The tubing can be affixed to the bottom of a sub-

floor between floor joists to heat the room above.

Using Embassy’s exclusive extruded snap plates,

peak performance is assured. For less demanding

requirements the tubing

can be affixed to the 

subfloor using custom-

fitted staples and or 

reflector snap plates.

IN THE DRIVEWAY OR WALKWAY...
When installed outdoors, radiant heat offers you

unparalleled convenience and safety.Radiant heat is ideal

for melting ice and snow in

driveways, sidewalks, ramps

and parking areas for 

residential, commercial

or industrial applications.

EMBASSY HAS THE FEATURES YOU WANT.

We designed our radiant system with cutting edge features to offer the most efficient, reliable and advanced 

radiant heating system available today.With our unique manifold and complete line of system components and

controls, Embassy’s radiant system offers the ultimate in customized comfort.And installation and servicing 

couldn’t be easier.

OUR EXCLUSIVE MANIFOLD.

At the heart of our system is our unique manifold with its exclusive

flow-rate indicator. Because the actual flow of water in our radiant system

is visible, it’s easy to adjust the flow-rate to each zone for maximum

comfort and efficiency.Additional manifold sections may be added to

our system to accommodate future expansion should the need arise.

OUR CROSS-LINKED PEX TUBING ENSURES SYSTEM INTEGRITY.

The reliability and unsurpassed performance of cross-linked PEX 

tubing make it an integral part of our radiant system. Our PEX 

tubing is subjected to the industry’s most stringent tests. In

addition, it is manufactured in accordance with ASTM specifications

and meets internationally accepted DIN standards.

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST.

Embassy’s team of engineers and designers have 50 years  

of experience in producing superior hydronic baseboard 

heating systems. Now we’ve put that knowledge to work in 

creating the best radiant heating system on the market today.

Embassy’s radiant system will deliver efficient, comfortable heat 

for years to come. Put Embassy’s heating expertise to work 

for you.
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